ARCTIC	77
was painting the sky to the zenith, and the great white cold was
beginning its annual push out of the Arctic. If we were to keep
ahead of it we must hurry; so we packed our cottonwood dug-out,
said farewell to our Indian friends, and early one morning started
down the Peace, to hunt gold or game no more.
When the Peace came out of the hills into the prairie and began
its placid, meandering flow to Great Slave River, then it became the
river of my dreams. Only its steep banks were fringed with fir-
trees, and in this setting slept the green river, its quiet bends and
reaches turning to molten silver at night under the full moon.
Above, at the tips of the topmost firs, undulated the prairie to the
horizon in every direction.
The land flowing with milk and honey—not for the hunter, to be
sure; but when those leagues of black fertility should be broken
and seed scattered, then would burst into richness the last empire
of North American wheat!
Down this great quiet flood we paddled, stopping only at settle-
ments and Hudson Bay posts for supplies. We turned into a
southern tributary and stroked our Rocky Mountain dug-out to a
final town. There we procured horses and rode south-eastward to
Edmonton, following a trail over which were still creaking belated
covered wagons of the season's migration. It was one of the last
authentic scenes in the winning of the West.
Yet I myself, two years later, pkyed a part in a sort of momentary
recrudescence of the days when the buffalo blackened our prairies
and ranged from the AUeghenies almost to the Pacific Coast and
from Mexico to the Arctic Circle. In the autumn of 19111 engaged
in a buffalo hunt and shot an old bull which, I have every reason to
believe, was the last American bison to fall before the gun of a
white hunter.
The last extensive herd of wild buffalo existed undisturbed until
1907 on the Flathead Indian Reservation south of Flathead Lake
in the Bitter Root Mountains of western Montana. This herd was
the property of Michael Pablo, a Mexican living at Ronan in the
Flathead Reservation, and was of Canadian origin, Pablo having,
in 1873, when buffalo were still plentiful, purchased its nucleus—
a dozen calves—from an Indian who had herded them down from
Canada. The contours of the Bitter Root Mountains afford mild

